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Abstract

In this paper we discuss an often neglected component of
robot reasoning and decision making, which is temporal
reasoning. We provide a practical system for temporal
reasoning within the framework of production systems
and show its application to robot problems.

illustrate the use of the temporal production system for
that purpose.

2 Temporal Production System

In the proposed system the production rules are extended
by employing temporal conditions and actions. First
consider the following preliminary definitions:

1 Introduction

Research efforts about intelligent autonomous mobile
robots cover a wide range of topics such as path plsnning
and control, navigation and obstacle avoidance (Latombe
et. al., 1991), vision, architectures Cudrd, 1990; Wang
et.al., 1991), multi-agents (Pednault, 1987), analogy 
reuse for planning, and learning (Mitchell, 1990). In this
paper we emphasize an often neglected component of
robot reasoning and decision making, which is temporal
reasoning (Allen, 1984; Barringer et.al., 1991; Dean,
1987; McCarthy, Hayes, 1981; McDermott, 1982;
Shoham, 1988; van Benthem, 1988). Most current
intelligent robot architectures lack in their ability in
temporal reasoning which involves reasoning about
actions in time. Partly this is due to the fact that proposed
temporal logic frameworks use deductive theorem-proving
methods and are often inefficient and need frequent user
assistance during proof construction. However, time is a
very important and often neglected component of robot
reasoning and there is a need for systems that provide
robot architectures with temporal reasoning capability.
We feel that we need to integrate work in different
disciplines as emphasized in (Dean and Wellman 1991) 
implement intelligent autonomous robots, and temporal
reasoning should play a more active part in achieving this
goal.

We have developed a practical knowledge
representation and reasoning mechanism called temporal
production system for reasoning in time within the
framework of production systems(Kabakflo~lu, 1992
b,c). A temporal production system provides an
executable temporal logic language. In (Kabak¢lo~lu,
1992c) we appfied the methods to medical knowledge
representation. This paper aims to illustrate the need of
temporal reasoning for autonomous mobile robots and

Definition 1 : A term is a variable, a constant or an
n-ary function symbol

f( t 1,-.,tn ), where t l .... tn are terms.

Definition 2 : If p be an n-ary predicate symbol and
t 1 .... tn are terms then

p( tl .... tn ) is an atomic formula or simply 
atom.

The names of predicates, functions and constants begin
with a lower-case letter, variables begin with an upper-
case letter.

Definition 3 : The symbol --1 precedes the corresponding
atom to express negation. The semantics of negation are
based on the restricted version of closed world assumption
(Reiter, 1978), named negation-as-failure. Note that the
same principle is used in logic progntmming.

Definition 4 : A literal li is an atom or negation of an
atom.

Definition 5 : A time expression (TE) expresses the
time when a formula is true. The so called interval
endpoint indicators (IEI) are used in TE’s. A IEI can be an
integer, ? (unknown future time), oo (infinity).

ATE is a) an integer constant or b) a time interval
expressed by:

i) a pair of IEI’s limited by square bracket or
Ixtrentheses. The square bracket "[" is i~d for closed

and the parentheses "(" is used for open interval.
ii) (t a IEI), where ct represents one of the relational

operators: <, >, =, >, <.
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An emended time expression (TEX) is a TE which
allows universally and existentially quantified variables as
IErs. Constraints on the intervals are expressed in curly
brackets.

Definition 6 : A timed literal (TL) is a literal with 
time component which expresses the time when a
Boolean formula of literals (F) is true. The time
component is expressed by a TE and the syntax of the
formula is of the following form: TE:F. TE’s are given
relative to current time (triO) which will be explained later
in detail. Some examples are provided below:

5:F time point, F true at t=5 (relative to t=O).
[2,10]:F interval, F true in given interval (relative

to t=0).
[5,?):F F true from t=5 until ? ( an unknown

future time). This is a nonpersistent formula
which may be deleted later.

[4,oo):F F always true for t > 4.
(3T,{T>I0}):F F eventually true at t>10 (i.e.

there exists a time T,T>10,when P is true).
(~X3Y[X,Y]{X>4 ^ Y<15 A X-Y=4}):F F true

in given interval described by constraints
in curly brackets.

As the examples demonstrate the time expressions
support time points, intervals, conventional temporal
operators, combination of intervals and temporal
operators and izrovides a clear syntax.

Definition 7 : A TL with time component (t--O) that 
in the form (t=O):F or O:F is named TLO.

Definition 8 : A relative timed logic formula
(RTLF) is a conjunction of TL’s, where the TE or TEX
of each TL expresses the time when the formula is true
relative to time to=O where to is the reference time and
will be called the start time (tstart). Hence RTLF
represents literals and the temporal order in which they are
true relative to tO. The following example is used to
illustrate RTLF:

VX (0:p(X,a) ̂  4:q ^ [2.5):r ^ (0<t<10):p(d.e))

Here p(X,a) and q are true at to (t-O), and 
respectively; r is true during the interval [2,5) and p(d,e) 
truefor to <t<to+10.

Definition 9 : A temporal production rule (TPR) 
in the form

IF conditions THEN actions

The conditions and actions are RTLF’s. TEX can be used
in the conditions but actions only nse TE’s.

Some of the atomic formulas (AF) are associated with
robot actions and when such an atomic formula becomes
true, the robot takes the corresponding action. These AF’s
are called action AF’s (AAF). A table is used to associate
an AAF to the corresponding mechanical response of the
robot.

In a TPS a special type of fact which gives
information about the past, present and future of the
database and represented in terms of RTLF formulas is
available. We will name this RTLF fact. For an RTLF
fact tstart (t =0) is the current time which corresponds 
the current status of the database. Only TE’s are allowed
in RTLF facts. An example is provided below:

0:p(a,b) ̂  2:q(c) ^ [0,4]:r

Separate facts can also be used(implicit conjunction):

0:IRa,b). 2:q(c). [0A]:r.

An RTLF fact gives information about the present and
future of the database relative to the current time t= 0.
Note that in the general case negative time can be used to
express the past, however the interpreter which will be
introduced in the next section deletes the information
about past events, therefore RTLF facts need to use only
positive time. In the preceding example p(a,b) is true
currently and q(c) will become true at t=-2 and r is true 
the interval [0,4] relative to the current time. In addition,
Horn clause rules are allowed with the condition that they
are true at all instants of time.

An example using TPR’s to represent the well known
producer-(container)-consumer problem is presented
below. Actually this problem is a multi-agent problem,
where we have two agents, the producer and the consumer.
Both agents have the information about the state of the
container which they may receive through their sensors
and share the information about the state of each other
possibly through communication. The first rule is in the
rule base of the producer and the second one in the rule
base of the consumer.

/* Producer rule */
IF 0:container(empty)^ 0:producer(idle)
THEN 0: --¢.ontainer(empty)^ 0: -,producer(idle) 

(0< t <refilltime):container(refill) 
(0< t <refilltime):producer(refill) 
[refill_time,?):producer(idle) 
[refill_time,?):container(full).

/* Consumer rule */
IF 0:container(full) ^ 0:consumer(wait)
THEN 0:-,container(full) ^ 0:~.onsumer(wai0 

(0<t<consume_time):cont~ner(consume) 
(0<t<conmmle_time):consmner(consume) 
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[consunm_time,?):container(empty) 
[consume_time,?): consumer(wait).

/* Common information in both databases */

The values of refill_time and consume _time can be

expressed separately using equal_time predicate:

equal_time(refill_time,5).
equal_time(consume_time,10).

A possible initial database state is as follows:

[0,?):containe~full). [0,?):consumer(wait).
[0,?):ixoducer(idle).

The preceding example shows a set of conditions causing
a sequence of actions. Other possible cases are a sequence
of conditions causing an action or a sequence of
conditions causing a sequence of actions. Let us analyze
the example. The tstar t for the RTLFcond representing the
conditions is the time when the literals with a time
expression "0" become true. This is the point a condition
of a TPR is activated and the rest of the conditions have
time expressions relative to tstart. When all conditions
become true at given relative times, actions take place.
The tstart for the RTLFact representing the actions is the
mommt when the RTLFcond representing the conditions
is true. In the example when container(empty) and
producer(idle) are true, actions start for the first TPR.
There is a A time between the RTLFcond being true and
the actions taking place. There is no real time increment
for A time, but the database goes through a change of
container(empty) and producer(idle) to not container
(empty) and not producer(idle). These are nonpersistent
facts given by the RTLF facts in the database (i.e. [0,?) 
Since we are using negation by failure, actions with logic
operator not (i.e. --, ) are deleted from the database 
the interpreter. These are -,container(empty) and
-,producer(idle). Other atomic formulas in the RTLFcond
are added to the database with corresponding time
expressions. There are two AAF’s, ’producer’ and
’consumer’.

The timing of events may depend on each other and
knowledge of a partial order of events may be available.
Each partial order can be expressed as a TPR. There is
also another method of expressing such dependencies
directly in TE’s.

The temporal production system supports refinement.
By refinement we mean replacement of atomic events at
one level of abstraction by a more detailed set of events at
the next level. A TL in a TPR can be defined in terms of
an RTLF using the operator "::=" (i.e. is defined) in the
following form: TL::=RTLFdefinition. The TL which is
refined should have a TE in the form "(DRT---numeric
constant )’. The numeric constant gives the definition
relative time (DRT), which is the start time tstart for the

RTLF in the definition (i.e. RTLFdefinition). The TL’s 
the condition can be defined with more than one
RTLFdefinition. However, the TL’s appearing in actions
can have at most one RTLFdefinition since otherwise we
have to deal with more than one possible (disjunctive)
action which makes the interpretation more complex.
Examples with refinement can be found in (Kabakfto~lu,
1992c).

2.1 Interpreter and Execution

We are interested for a given TPS, to infer what is true
over certain intervals of time, when and under which
conditions (i.e. assignment to variables) an atomic
formula is true in time. Sensors provide real time input to
the database. The inference engine of the TPR system
keeps track of the sequence of changes in the database and
activates (fires) proper rules. When an AAF becomes true
in the database, the corresponding interpretation of that
AAF in terms of mechanical robot actions is necessary.
The execution unit takes care of coordinating the robot
actions based on the AAF’s in the database at current time
and employs the table which associates AAF’s with robot
actions. Rule firing is like in production systems,
however there are some differences. First, since conditions
are in the form of an RTLFcond, to fire a rule the
corresponding RTLFcond has to be true. Second, once a
TPR fires, the RTLFaction is asserted to the database,
which provides the information about the future of the
database, i.e. future actions to be performed.

We will provide an interpreter description which
handles the case where all TPR’s express cause-effect
relationships from past to the future, that is RTLFcond in
the past causes RTLFaction in the future, which is what
is necessary for controlling robot activity. The
corresponding TPS is called a positive TPS.

Definition 10 : A relative-time event set (RTES) is the
collection of TL’s with TE’s relative to the current time

. These TL’s show what is known to be true currently
and in the past and future relative to current time.

The TL’s with TE (t=O) (i.e. TL0) form the current
database state (world), Mcurrent. The changes to database
are well defined to meet the requirements established in
(Lifschitz, 1986), in order to avoid typical problems
encountered in some STRIPS-like production systems.
For example, Horn clause rules are allowed with the
condition that they are valid at all times. Facts without a
TE are also true through the lifetime of the database.
Therefore they are put into the RTES and they are
assigned the time expression (t=0) (or 0:) and never deleted
from RTES, which means they are true at all current
databases.

The union of Mcurrent (i.e. TL0’s in RTES) and
Horn clause rule set (HCRS) is called MHcurrent. A 
in the condition of a TPR matches a TL in MHcurrent by
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interpreting the TL in the condition as a query against
MHcurrent ¯ Matching of literals is done by matching the
predicate names first and, if the names match, terms are
matched by finding the most general unifier as in logic
progl’amming. Negation-by-failure and resolution proof
procedure of logic progrsmming is used to determine
successor failure.

A TPR is activated if all TL0’s in the RTLF
representing the conditions matches a TL in MHcurrent.
A TPR can be activated several times before it is proven
to be true, i.e. all TL’s in the condition are true. At each
TPR activation the TL’s in the condition part of the
activated TPR excluding TL0 are inserted to a set called
activated condition set (ACSi) of the corresponding
TPRi. The interpreter for a set of TPR’s in a positive
TPS is summarized in terms of the following steps:

0) Start with absolute time tabsolute = 0. The absolute
time gives information about the time advance since the
start of the reasoning process.

1) If there is no ACSi available go to next step, else
match TL0’s in the existing ACSfs with MI-Icurrent. If
TL0 of an ACSi does not match, delete that ACSi.

2) Match TL0’s in the conditions of TPR’s with
MHcurrent. Activate the corresponding TPR if there is a
match. In case of refmement, the TL0’s in the definitions
are also used.

3) If match fails in 1 and 2, end with failure message for
the given goal.

4) Let tnext denote the TE of the literal (or the time
used for the beginning time of an interval TE) in the
RTES, where tnext ~ 0 and tuext is the smallest TE.

5) Perform the first update on the RTES by deleting the
TL0’s, which will not be true in the new world. All the
TE’s are decremented by tnext, hence elements of
M-current are determined and all TE’s of future TL’s are
Ul~__ t _~1 relative to the new world and new tcurrent. In case
of interval TE’s, the start time of the interval is advanced
by tnext and the interval becomes smaller.

6) Perform the update on all ACSi’s by deleting all
TL0’s and decrementing all TE’s by tnext. If there is a
TLi with a corresponding TEi, where TEi < 0, delete that
ACSi.

7) If all of the conditions of an activated TPR are
satisfied, the TL’s in the actions (i.e.TLact’s) are added 
RTES if TL is a positive atomic formula, or deleted from
RTES if TL is negation of an atomic formula. In case of
refinement, the TL’s in RTLFdefinition’S are also added

(or deleted) to RTES. The conditions of a TPR are
satisfied if the corresponding ACSi becomes the empty
set. At this point the Mcurrent is defined in terms of
TL0’s in RTES, and RTES contains all the currently
available information about the future of the database
relative to t=- 0 = tcurrent. If MHcurrent does not satisfy
the goal (i.e. the goal cannot be matched against
MHcurrent), increment absolute time such that tabsolute
:= tcurrent + tnext and continue with step 1.

An important t~sk is to match the RTLFcond against the
database (including Horn clause rules). This is in general
very difficult since the database is changing. In addition to
checking a database whether a given RTLFcond holds,
we have to set tetart of RTLFcond equal to each point of
database in sequence to find whether there is a match.
Considering there is a large number of distinct time
points in the database this is practically an impossible
task. Fortunately, for positive TPS’s, this problem can be
managed as illustrated by the interpreter description. The
time is always incremented positively and changes occur
always in the future. We only have to check the proper
TL’s in RTLFcond’S (not all of them) against the current
database, and if there is ~s, ACS’s are used to check
other literals in the future, again one at a time. Basically
the interpreter avoids temporal matching of the
RTLFcond’S of all TPR’s with the past database at every
interpreter cycle, but guides the match, so that only
proper TLcond’S match current database.

2.2 Related Issues

Here we will very briefly touch some related issues. First
consider nonmonotonic reasoning. Once decisions are
made and actions are taken in real-time, if believed facts in
the past are changed, most of the time it may be too late
to change the performed actions. However some of these
changes may effect actions which have not been performed
yet. One possible solution is to employ a controlled
nonmontonic reasoning startegy. For example a robot
may have a first hand guess in some data, however it may
need to analyze it a little bit (seconds) more to make sure.
The robot can go ahead with the assnmption, but save
RTES and database state at that point. If the assumption
is shown to be wrong later, the temporal reasoning from
the point when the assumption was made has to be
replayed to see whether any wrong actions have been
taken. If not, future actions are taken with the new
replayed reasoning. Otherwise wrong actions have to be
undone somehow.

Approximate temporal reasoning in a TPS fi’amework
can be achieved by employing methods developed for
reasoning with uncertainty in production rule systems.
For example consider the use of certainty factors. In a
TPS system a certainty factor C(TPR), C(TL) 
associated correspondingly with each TPR and with each
TL of the RTLF in the database. Let TLcond(i) and
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TLact(i) be the TLi’s in the condition and action part 
the TPR respectively. The following formula defines the
certainty factor of the conclusion of a fired TPR.

C(TLact(i) )= C(TPR) x min(C(TI-cond(1) TLcond(I) 

The TL’s in the database have a priori C, which
incrementally changes value as new rules are fired. Let
C(TL) be the uncertainty of a TL in the database and
C(TLac0 be the uncertainty for this TL implied by the
rule fired. For the case that all uncertainties are larger than
or equal to zero the revised C(TLrevised) is as follows:

CCIT~-evised) = C(TL) + [C(TLact x [1 - C(TL) 

Learning reactive rules from the results of conventional
planning is an important component of an autonomous
robot (Mitchell, 1990). In a temporal reasoning
framework we name the process of learning from temporal
data temporal learning. In a TPS, temporal learning
involves the process of inducing TPR’s from the training
data which is expressed by RTLF’s (event sequences).
Methods for production rule induction (Kabak~lo~lu,
1992a) are useful for that purpose, however the time
component of knowledge has to be learned as well.
Temporal learning can be defined as a classifier learning
problem by assigning a feature variable for each different
atomic formula in RTLFdata and the corresponding time
points for which the atomic formula is true are considered
the values of corresponding feature variable.

In addition to data driven reasoning we would like to
have goal driven temporal reasoning. The reference time
point in this case is the goal time. While trying to prove
the subgoals derived from RTLFcond of relevant TPR’s
we have to go backward in time as well. A subgoal either
creates new subgoals, or is satisfied by the RTLF in the
database. There is a branching factor, which is the number
of TPR’s whose conclusions apply to a given state in
goal driven reasoning. Because of this disjunction any of
the paths can be followed and backtracking may be
necessary if no rule conditions satisfy the current state of
database. Disjunction in RTLFcondition can be handled
by a depth-first strategy with backward chaining, which is
the typical method to deal with non deterministic
situations within the framework of von Neumann
computing.

3 Autonomous Robots and Multiple Agents

Let us discuss here where and how a TPS can be
employed within a typical intelligent autonomous robot
(IAR) architecture (Laird, Rosenbloom, 1990; Mitchell,
1990, Wang, 1991). In real world applications IARs
function in dynamic environments where there is constant
change (Pednanlt, 1986). The sensors of a robot sense
different characteristics of the environment with different
time intervals and thereby provide a link between the

environment and the database. The information is input
from the sensors, translated to a TL and asserted to the
database. The robot needs to provide a real-time response
in most cases and there is no time for conventional search
based plannin£ which is an NP-complete problem (Dean,
1986). For that purpose a set of precompiled reactive rules
are available in anticipated situations. Here a TPR
provides more expressiveness and efficiency than a ,’dmple
production (situation-action) rule since it provides 
reason with sequences of events. If there is sufficient time
a planning component is typically available. The robot
can be given a goal explicitly, or it can create its own
goals. The latter is made possible by a set of sleeping
goals (SG) which are activated when certain conditions
hold. Since SG’s are expected goals, a reactive compiled
plan or a coarse plan to be refined may be available for
each SG, and there is little or no need for conventional
planning. A goal can be in an RTLF form which is more
expressive than typical goals which give information only
about the goal state. For example a goal can be a sequence
of events in time. An example could be:

g oa/::=0:pi ckup( the_book,on., the.. floor ,in_the-library ) 
(3T [5 sec,T]):carry(the_book,to_book_return_section) 
( 3T,T):drop(the book,book_return_slid) 
(3T,T+5 sec):write(to task_report,’activity: book found

on floor, returned. Time duration:’,T+10).

Goals in RTLF form provide constraints in terms of time
and sequence of activities. In addition to being more
expressive, such a goal also restricts the search b~ace of
possible actions and guides the planning system. The
RTLF goal provides a coarse plan which needs to be
refined by a conventional planning system if no reactive
plans are available.

The following example demonstrates the type of
autonomous architecture we have in mind and the use of
temporal reasoning with TPS. Consider an autonomous
robot which accomplishes different tasks in a bttilding. It
has the static knowledge about the map of the building
and its sensors are able to detect its location, velocity and
direction. If currently no task is present the robot visits
each room randomly based on a policy of equal preference.
Of course a policy with an order of preference, such as
visiting the room of the general manager first and more
frequently and low ranked employees last, and least
frequently is also possible. At any time the robot may be
given explicit orders (goals) or an SG may be activated.
One such SG may be the goal of bringing the garbage in
the trash can to the garbage room in the basement of the
building, if the trash can is more than 3/4 th full. A
TPRtrash can be used to provide a reactive plan in such
situations. Note that for each room the available route to
garbage room is different. However once the elevator is
reached, for each room of that floor the remaining route is
shared. In addition, the route from the basement elevator
to the garbage room is shared by all initial rooms.
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IF 0:(robot_in(rooml,fioor5)^ trash(quantity:X)^ X>3/4)
THEN RTLFaction which describes a sequence of

activities in time to go out of the room to the door of
elevator ^ (DRT=timel):sequence..elevator(floor5) 
TE:empty trash can and leave it to be returned
back by the other robot whose speciality is returning
trash cans to rooms.

sequence__elevator(floor5) ::= RTLF describing activities
in time from elevator door at floor 5 down to
basement elevator door ̂
(DTR=time2):sequence(basem~t).

sequence(basement) ::= RTLF describing activities from
basement elevator door to garbage room.

A TPR can describe the time detail of these events.
However in a dynamically changing world an autonomous
agent faces events which may cause interruptions to the
compiled activities like in the preceding example. A set of
reactive TPR’s can express actions to be taken by
interrupting the current activity. The following types of
intmmpts are typical:

1. Interrupt the current activity, perform a sequence
of actions, continue the interrupted activity with no
modification. For example a TPR can describe the
sequence actions to be performed if the sensors detect a
static object in front of the robot within a critical
distance. These sequence of activities involve going
around the object.

2. Abandon the current plan. In this case the set of
TL’s in the action (RTLFaction) of the TPRtrash which
are asserted to the database are deleted. For example certain
sequence of events which alarm the robot of fire in the
building may cause the robot to escape the building as
quickly as he can abandoning everything. Of course a
robot with better character might have an emergency plan
to help people, to extinguish the fire or to save important
documents.

3. Interrupt the current activity, perform a sequence of
actions, now due to the fact that these new actions have
changed things, the previous plan have to be modified.
This phase needs search based activities of conventional
planning to go over the plan and revise it under new
circunlstanoes. ]~anning with analogy and methods which
emphasize reuse of plans may be useful in this step.

The implementation of the interrupt capability is
straightforward. The TPR’s which can cause an interrupt
(TPRinterrupt) have to be checked first at each interpreter
cycle. If a TPRinterrupt fires, one of the three
aforementioned activities will take place.

A few extensions to the temporal production system
will be presented next to allow distributed knowledge
representation and reasoning. These extensions are useful
in a dynamic multi-agent world with different autonomous

robots which communicate and cooperate with each other
(Pednault, 1986).

Definition 11 : A distributed temporal production system
(DTPS) is a collection of temporal production system
modules (TPSM), where a TPSM is a temporal
production system with its own interpreter and its own
database. A global database (GD) is available and can 
accessed by all TPSM’s. In a_ddition TPSM’s can access
database of each other.

Let TLcond/i and TLact/k be a temporal literals in the
condition and action part of a "I’PR respectively. The
following mechanisms are available for the
communication of TPSM’s:

i) TLcomt/i @ GD means "match TLcond/i with
GD’. Unless the expression @GD is provided
TLcond/i is matched with the d~tabase of the
corresponding TPSM.

ii) TLcond/i @ TPSMr means "match TI.cond/i
with the database of the module TPSMr,. This
provides modules to access each others datsbase.

iii) TLact/k @ GD roans "insert the TLact/k to the
RTES of GD’.

iv) TLact/k @ TPSMr means "insert the TLact/k
to the RTES of the database of the module TPSMr".

The TPSM’s in a DTPS act as separate intelligent agents,
which reason based on their own knowledge about the
world. The extent of commtmication between these agents
via the available communication mechanisms determines
how loosely or tightly coupled the system is.

4 Discussion

This paper provides a temporal knowledge representation
and reasoning method for autonomous mobile robots
within the framework of production systems. Reasoning
with time points, intervals, event sequences, refinement
are supported. The model theoretic semantics of a
temporal reasoning system can be given based on Kripke
structure. This involves the description of the
interpretation process in terms of world models with a
transition relation between them, where a world model
corresponds a time instant. In TPS, a TL in the form
TE:F is true if F is true for the set of time points
expressed by TE relative to a reference time. Since time is
explicitly used in TE’s the semantics approach in (Dean
and Wellman, 1991; Shobam 1988) is also suitable for 
TPS. In this approach each atomic formula F denotes a
set of time points, say SF. A TL is true if the set of time
points expressed by corresponding TE is a subset of SF.
In this paper we attempted to show the practical side of
the system by emphasizing the operational semantics, i.e.
the interpreter description.
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Most robot architectures employ situation-action
rules. In this paper we argue that in order to deal with
real-world problems autonomous mobile robot systems
have to be equipped with temporal reasoning capability.
This paper shows that the extension of production
systems with temporal concepts provides a practical
temporal reasoning system for robot applications.
Temporal reasoning with TPR’s leads in many cases to a
reduced search space in comparison with the situation
action rule systems based on state to state reasoning. This
is because TPR’s provide more constraints than situation
action rules. Let us compare the time complexity of the
TPS interpreter in comparison with an interpreter for a
typical production system. A production system has to
check whether there is a match of a rule condition and the
database, so does the TPS. The TPS interpre~ only has
to check current database (TL0), therefore there is not 
major difference in time overhead between a TPS and
production system. In both cases the number of rules and
the size of the condition of the rules, i.e. the number of
literals, determine how much matching time is necessary
in each case. In the case of space complexity, in TPS we
need more memory than a production system, mostly to
be used for the ACSi’s and TE’s of atomic formulas. Once
a rule fires in both systems the information about the
actions are asserted to the database. Therefore there is no
major difference and the size of the actions of the rules to
be asserted determines the overhead in both cases.
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